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Recommendations 

 
- Check that the main voltage and frequency of the net correspond to the value on the rating plate, 

before making any connections. Waveform must be sinusoidal. 
 
- Check that the output current does not exceed the value given on the rating plate, earth all the 

metallic parts and limit the length of the High Voltage cables, keeping them away from metal 
structure. 

 
- Do not install the transformers directly in contact with combustible material. 
 
- Install the equipment inside of signs with appropriate ventilation which can hold the temperature 

under 40°C. Avoid niches and everything that could limit the circulation of the air;  keep 
transformers at least 80 mm apart. 

 
- Install the transformer sheltered from the atmospheric agents as it is not an independent 

transformer (according with EN 61050). Avoid that accidental infiltration of water could reach the 
cables terminal board.  

 
Install positions (Fig. A and B) 

 
 vertical IP43   ,   horizontal IP 40 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attention 
The LEXTERIOR transformers TWIN have two independent secondary windings (see pictures “C” and “D”). LEXTERIOR transformers 
TWIN do not need the Siet protecting devices, as they are 2x990 V and thus not required to be compliant to EN 50107. 
Is already equipped by 2 m long, input cable 
 
 
 
ATTENTION: Failure to observe the above, invalidate the warranty and may cause irreparable damages to the 
transformers of which the manufacturer is not responsible. 
 

 

SPECIFICATION  

TYPE VOLTAGE 
 (V) 

CURRENT AT 
230V 50Hz (A) 

POWER 
(W) 

OUPUT CURRENT 
 (mA) 

DIMENSIONS  / WEIGHT 
 (mm)          /       kgs 

TWIN 2x990/100 2x990 1.1 132 100 / 130 246 x 77 x 77      /       5.3 

TWIN 2x990/200 2x990 2,0 178 180 / 217 284 x 90 x 78     /        7.0 
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